Ice Climbing
It is unlikely that
anyone will ever
forget the first
time they tried
ice climbing.
Tour operators
in many parts of the
area offer ice climbing tours.

Photo Tours
Photographing
Iceland is an
extremely popular
activity.
No surprise there
as Iceland is a very
photogenic country.
Special photo tours
are available, where
participants receive guidance and
advice from a professional photographer, who
also selects interesting locations for photographing.

Northern Lights Tours
Northern lights
are visible for
eight months
a year, from
early September
to the end of
April and in
any of these
months, you
are likely to
see some
aurora activity.

HAVE A NICE STAY!

Outdoor Activity Destination
of the Year 2018
– Luxury Travel Guide Awards
South Iceland was awarded the LTG Outdoor Activity
Destination of the year 2018 in Europe. The Luxury
Travel Guide Awards represent the pinnacle of travel
and tourism achievement, championing the best in
their respective fields; therefore to come out on top is
truly an achievement we are proud of.
South Iceland has a diverse and significant nature with
great attraction that is easy to access and experience.
The great variety and the quality of services enables our
guests to enjoy the best of what Iceland has to offer all
year round. All the great forces can be found in South
Iceland; fire & ice, glaciers, black beaches, volcanoes,
and waterfalls.
Outdoor enthusiasts feel at home in South Iceland.
Not only does the region have flourishing lowland
agricultural communities, but majestic peaks for those
desiring a challenge. Other recreational activities
include scenic walks and bird watching, glacier tours,
cave exploring, snowmobiling, kayaking, ATV rides,
rafting down rivers and horse riding.
South Iceland is for all those who want to enjoy nature,
culture, peace or demanding situations to fulfill their
needs, dreams and desires. What ever the reason for the
visit is, South Iceland should be a essential destination
for a tourist visiting Iceland.

It‘s easy to get here.
It‘s hard to leave.

VISIT SOUTH ICELAND
www.south.is
#southiceland • info@south.is

OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES
IN SOUTH ICELAND

WHAT TO DO IN SOUTH ICELAND
Boat Tours
Tours on rivers, lagoons
and at sea provide an
enjoyable and memorable
experience whether you
prefer sightseeing,
birdwatching or
action!

Glacier Tours

Sightseeing &
Helicopter Flights

A glacier activity is an
unforgettable adventure
whether it is a glacier
walk, ice climbing,
snowmobiling,
ice caving or
super jeep tours.

For those interested in
flying or observing
scenery from above
or a bit of both, aerial
sightseeing tours by
plane or helicopter are
awe inspiring experiences.

Diving & Snorkeling

KayakTours

Horse Activities

Bicycle Tours

Many tour operators
specialize in different
kinds of jeep and super
jeep excursions.
A jeep tour on a glacier
with breathtaking views
is truly a memorable
experience.

The Icelandic horse is
a favorite of many and
known around the world
as an excellent steed.
There are many horse
rentals throughout the
area offering short or
longer rides.

Cycling is an inexpensive,
exhilarating and earth
friendly way to tour
and enjoy the country.
Short and long-term
bicycle rentals as well
as guided bicycle
tours are available.

Hiking Tours
Hiking with
or without a guide
is always a popular
mode of travel
and many
hiking trails exist.

Many operators offer
snowmobile or ATV
tours. They are suitable
for anyone looking for
a little excitement
and adventure while
on vacation.

Exhilarating diving tours
options for the equally
adventurous beginner
or expert are available
in South Iceland.

Kayaking is
an exhilarating
experience and many
agencies throughout
the area offer kayak
tours on lakes, ponds
and the ocean.

Jeep Tours

Snowmobile &
ATV Tours

Bird Watching

Iceland’s bird population is unique and
diverse and offers bird
watching enthusiasts
the opportunity for
that rare observation.

Cave Exploring
For spelunkers and
potholers, Iceland has
scores of caves, large and
small, deep and shallow,
to be explored. Some
caves may be explored
without a guide and
many agencies offer
cave exploration tours
for others.

